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Research Question

• How have the Trump Administration’s policies affected Catholic 
organizations’ work with immigrants?
• Is there a chilling effect?

• What are the main obstacles Catholic organizations face in this new political 
climate? 

• Purpose: 
• Educate the public and Church leaders about these organizations’ 

experiences.



Survey of Catholic Organizations

• Catholic Immigrant-Serving Organizations

• 170 respondents

• Respondents in 39 states
• Top States: CA, TX, NY, OH, FL

• Top Origin Countries: Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Colombia

• Fielded to many different types of organizations

• Present aggregate results (not schools and universities, hospitals – too few 
respondents).
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Which of the following best describes immigrants' participation in your programs and 
services since January 2017 (the beginning of the Trump Administration) 

Number Reporting
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Very negatively

Somewhat negatively

No effect
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Don't know / Unsure

How does federal immigration enforcement affect 
immigrants' participation in your programs or ministries? 
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Lack of legal status

Lack of awareness about service availability

Limited cell phone or internet access

Cultural barriers

Transportation

Limited English

Fear of apprehension or deportation

Hostility, prejudice, or indifference from the Catholic community

Hostility, prejudice, or indifference from the broader community

Other

Which of the following factors, if any, do you judge to have negatively 
impacted immigrants' access to your services in the past year? (CHECK ALL 

THAT APPLY)
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Limited funding

Increasing demand from immigrants and their families that
outpaces resources

Declining interest or demand from immigrants and their
families

Institutional or organizational difficulties recruiting or retaining
linguistically and culturally competent staff and volunteers

Other difficulties recruiting or retaining linguistically and
culturally competent staff and volunteers

Hostility, prejudice, or indifference from the Catholic
community

Hostility, prejudice, or indifference from the broader
community

Government restrictions

Other

Biggest Obstacles to Serving Immigrants



Conclusions

• Demand for Catholic immigrant services is high and likely rising

• At the same time, organizations are observing a chilling effect among 
some immigrants.



The US Refugee Resettlement Program — A Return 
to First Principles: How Refugees Help to Define, 
Strengthen, and Revitalize the United States

By: Don Kerwin



Study

• Characteristics of 1.1 million refugees who arrived in the U.S. 
between 1987 and 2016.

• Promote a narrative that refugees are contributing to U.S. society.



Refugees are participating in the U.S. Economy 
and Society

• Refugees’ labor force participation (68 percent) and employment rate 
(64%) exceed those of the total U.S. population (63 and 60 percent, 
respectively).

• 10% are self-employed, compared to 9% of overall population

• Median personal income ($20,000) equals that of non-refugees.

• Public benefit usage declines throughout time.

• 35% have mortgages

• 63% have U.S.-born children

• 67% have naturalized



Refugees who Arrived between 1987 and 
1996
• Median personal income of $28,000 (vs. U.S. median $23,000)

• 41 percent have a mortgage (U.S. average is 37 percent)

• Lower rates of poverty

• Higher rates of health insurance (93% vs 91%)



Former Soviet Refugees in 2000 and 2016

• Median household income increased from $31,000 to $53,000

• Percent with a mortgage increased from 30 to 40%

• Public benefit usage fell

• English proficiency rose

• Naturalization rates nearly doubled



Bottom Line

• Refugees are integrating into the U.S. economy and society. 

• As they spent more time in the U.S., their income increases, they buy 
houses, and their benefits usage drops.

• Refugees start businesses and create jobs.

• They increase the nation’s economic competitiveness and add 
linguistic and cultural diversity.


